
Economics 246 — Fall 2004

International Macroeconomics

Problem Set 3
November 9, 2004

Due: Wed, December 1, 2004
Instructor: Marc-Andreas Muendler
E-mail: muendler@ucsd.edu

1 Trending Fundamentals in a Target Zone
Model (Froot and Obstfeld 1991)

Suppose the exchange rate follows

et = kt +
η

h
Et [det+h] ,

where kt is the fundamental value. As opposed to the model in class, suppose
the change in the fundamental value follows the trending process

dkt+h = µh + h1/2νdzt+h,

where dzt+h is drawn from a mean-zero i.i.d. normal distribution with unit
variance. Under a free float et = kt. Suppose the Home and Foreign central
bank announce a target zone for the exchange rate: et ∈ (e, e).

This problem asks you to show step by step that the equilibrium exchange
rate process must satisfy

e = G(k) = k + ηµG′(k) +
ην2

2
G′′(k), (1-1)

which has a solution of the form

G(k) = k + ηµ + b1 exp{λ1k}+ b2 exp{λ2k} (1-2)

for certain values of λ1 and λ2.

1. Verify that equation (1-2) is a solution to (1-1).

2. Suppose that e = G(k) is a solution, where G(·) is twice continuously
differentiable. Show that

G(kt) = kt +
η

h
Et [G(kt+h)−G(kt)]

3. Use a second-order Taylor approximation of Et [G(kt+h)−G(kt)] around
kt to show that

Et [dG(kt+h)] = µhG(kt) +
hv2

2
G′′(kt).

[Hint : Show that Et [G′(kt)dkt+h] = µhG′(kt).]
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4. Using these results, show that

G(k) = k + ηµG′(k) +
ην2

2
G′′(k).

is the solution.

5. A general solution to a second-order differential equation of this form is
G(k) = k+α+α1 exp(λ1k)+α2 exp(λ2k) for some constants α1, α2. Show
that the previous results imply

G(k) = k + ηµG′(k) +
ην2

2
G′′(k).

Verify that, for appropriately matched parameters, this is a solution.
What quadratic equation determines the values λ1, λ2?

6. A particular solution to the general solution (1-2) can be found by impos-
ing restrictions that e must satisfy at the limits of the band. Describe how
the particular solution can be derived. [You do not need to derive it.]

2 Exchange Rate Overshooting

Suppose money demand takes the Cagan-like form

md
t − pt = φyd

t − η is+1 with φ, η > 0

where md
t denotes the natural logarithm of nominal money demand, pt the

log price level, yd
t log aggregate demand and is+1 the nominal interest rate

(ln(1+is+1)). Money supply is constant ms
t = m.

Suppose the uncovered interest parity condition holds and is+1 = i∗s+1 +
es+1 − et, where et is the log nominal exchange rate. By definition, the real
exchange rate is qt = et + p∗t − pt.

Suppose aggregate demand increases when the real exchange rate depreciates
so that

yd
s = δqt with δ ∈ (0, 1

φ )

The full-employment level of aggregate supply is

ys
s = ȳ.

Finally, suppose in Keynesian style, that prices are not immediately set to
the expected equilibrium level, but adjusted slowly. In particular, prices obey
the response function

ps+1 − ps = π(yd
s − ys

s).

Standardize all foreign variables to constants p∗s = i∗s+1 = 0, and suppose that
money markets clear instantaneously: md

s = ms
s = m̄.
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1. Show that, under these assumption, a Dornbusch model can be built from
three equations:

m̄− ps = φyd
s − η(es+1 − es), (2-1)

yd
s = δ(es − ps) δ ∈ (0, 1

φ ), (2-2)

ps+1 − ps = π(yd
s − ȳ). (2-3)

2. Find the steady-state values of the exchange rate and the price level
(es+1 = es = ē, ps+1 = ps = p̄).

3. Express both (es+1 − es) and (ps+1 − ps) as functions of es, ps and ex-
ogenous variables. Find the two functional relationships between ps and
es that satisfy es+1 − es = 0 and ps+1 − ps = 0. Draw them in a phase
diagram with ps on the y-axis and es on the x-axis. Complete the phase
diagram indicating the motion of the system (using the conditions for
es+1 − es ≥ 0 and ps+1 − ps ≥ 0).

Finally, add a line to the diagram that obeys a ‘no-arbitrage condition’ as
mandated by UIP: ps− p̄ = −θ̂ (es − ē) for some θ̂ > 0. (The θ̂ is not quite
the same as in the original Dornbusch model since there is no uncertainty
in the present setup.)

4. Is the steady-state stable? If not, what is the unique stable (“saddle”)
path given a steady-state of p̄ and ē?

5. Suppose all variables except for ps immediately respond to a monetary
shock.

What is the new steady-state? Draw a ‘no-arbitrage’ line through it.

What happens to es right after an unanticipated reduction in the monetary
base from m̄ to m̄′ < m̄? How do es+s and ps+s evolve over time?

6. Now consider the dynamics of the model around its steady-state. Using
(2-2) and the steady-states of ē and p̄ that you found in part 1, express
yd

s − ȳ as a function of es − ē and ps − p̄.

7. Using (2-1) along with the results in parts 1 and 6, express es+1 − ē as a
function of 1

η (es − ē) and 1
η (ps − p̄).

8. Using (2-2) and (2-3) along with the results in part 1, express ps+1 − p̄ as
a weighted sum of es − ē and ps − p̄.

From now on, assume that π = 1
η and φ = 3 for simplicity.

9. Write your findings from 7 and 8 into a system of two difference equations
that takes the form

(
es+1 − ē
ps+1 − p̄

)
= A ·

(
es − ē
ps − p̄

)
. (2-4)
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Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system.

[Hint : An intermediate result is tr(A) = 2(δ+η)
η and det(A) = 1− (1−2η)δ

η2 .]

10. Is the system stable? That is, do the exchange rate and price levels con-
verge to the steady-state?
If not, set the coefficient of the unstable root to zero. Then, using the
simplified system in part 9 and the results from 6, express ps+1 as a
function of es+1 and exogenous variables. Draw this function into the
phase diagram from part 5 so that it passes through the steady-state.
(You can safely pretend that ȳ 6= 0. Also, remember that δ < 1

φ .)
What did you just find? What is the intuition for the fact that the econ-
omy obeys this relationship?

3 Open-economy Bank Runs

The Diamond-Dybvig model of bank runs is extended to an open-economy set-
ting, in which international borrowing and lending at a gross interest rate 1 is
possible (net real interest rate 0). There are three periods and domestic agents
live on a unit interval (with measure 1). Agents do not discount future con-
sumption in their decision but face uncertainty as to what their preferences will
be in the intermediate period 1. Impatient agents do not derive any utility
from consumption after the intermediate period 1, whereas patient agents are
indifferent between consumption in period 1 or 2.

1. Assume there are no banks, and no international borrowing or lending. In
period 0, domestic agents invest their endowment z in the domestic tech-
nology, which yields a gross return r after one period and a gross return R
after two periods. In period 1, each agent learns if he or she is “impatient”,
which occurs with probability π, or “patient,” which happens with prob-
ability 1 − π. Impatient agents liquidate their investments immediately
for a gross return of r < 1 (a net return r−1 < 0) and consume. Patient
types let their investments mature until period 2 and consume zR units
then, where R > 1. An agent derives utility u(c) from consumption of c
at any period and there is no discounting. What is the expected utility of
a representative agent? What is expected output in periods 1 and 2?

2. Introduce a perfectly competitive banking sector, which earns zero profits
in equilibrium. Banks have the ability to borrow and lend abroad at the
net interest rate of 0 but their debt to foreign lenders can never exceed the
limit f . Assume that nonbank domestic residents have no direct access
to the international capital market, only through banks. In period 0,
domestic agents deposit their endowments in banks. Banks can borrow
and lend abroad, and invest in domestic technology. Suppose the banks
simply lend πz abroad in period 0, drawing on these funds to pay off
impatient depositors in period 1. Show that the expected utility of a
representative agent is higher than in part 1. Why?
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3. Banks can do better than the arrangement of part 2. Let x denote the
(period 1) consumption of an impatient type and y the (period 2) con-
sumption of a patient type. x∗ and y∗ denote first-best consumption levels.
Suppose banks guarantee each impatient depositor x∗ in period 1 and each
patient depositor y∗ in period 2. To do this, they borrow (or lend) the
amount f − πx∗ in period 0 and invest k∗ = z + f − πx∗ in the domes-
tic technology. They draw on foreign balances to disburse πx∗ in period
1, thereby paying off impatient depositors. In period 2 they repay any
net borrowing from periods 0 and 1 and pay patient depositors a total of
(1−π)y∗. Show that, under this banking arrangement, the economy faces
the intertemporal budget constraint

πRx + (1− π)y = Rw,

where w ≡ z + f −R/f .

4. Consider iso-elastic utility u(c) = (c1−ρ − 1)/(1− ρ). By maximizing ex-
pected utility in period 0, show that a representative domestic agent con-
sumes the first-best levels x∗ and y∗

x∗ =
θw

π
and y∗ =

(1− θ)Rw

1− π
,

where

θ ≡ πR
ρ−1

ρ

πR
ρ−1

ρ + (1−π)
.

5. Verify that y∗ > x∗ is satisfied so that patient depositors have no incentive
to pretend they are impatient.

6. Show that, by the beginning of period 2, banks will always have borrowed
up to their foreign credit limit f .

7. Now consider bank runs in period 1. Let l be the amount of the investment
k∗ that banks must liquidate to pay off depositors who withdraw their
funds in period 1. Suppose that banks can pre-commit to suspending
domestic convertibility of their deposits once period 1 withdrawals force
them to liquidate sufficient amounts of their investment that R(k∗−l) = f .
So, foreign creditors can be certain of being repaid in full, even if there
is a run by domestic depositors and the banks close their doors to them.
Let â satisfy R(k∗ − â) = f . Show that a run on the first-best banking
arrangement is possible if

x∗ > πx∗ + râ.

Here, x∗ represents the bank’s total potential short-term obligations, which
it would be liable to satisfy if all depositors claimed to be impatient. Cal-
culate x∗ and k∗ and show that a sufficient condition for a run to be
possible is that ρ ≥ 1.
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4 Small-country Redux

The small-country case of a standard open-economy redux model can be derived
without solving the intricacies of the full two-country model.

Assume that the small country consumes only a single imported good and
a single exported good, over which it has some monopoly power. In particular,
the demand curve that the small country faces is

yd = p−θCW ,

where p is the relative world price of the domestic good and CW is the exogenous
level of world demand. This price p has a negligible (no) effect on the foreign
commodity price index P ∗.

The small country faces an exogenous own-rate of interest r on the imported
good. The small country has no effect on world prices or world aggregate vari-
ables.

Assume that absolute Purchasing Power Parity P = EP ∗ and the Fisher
Parity 1 + it+1 = (1 + r)Pt+1

Pt
hold.

1. Let py be the home-currency price of the single exported good and P the
home-currency price of the imported good. Verify that world-demand can
then be rewritten as

yd =
(py

P

)−θ

CW .

2. Suppose the representative agent maximizes

Ut =
∞∑

s=t

βs−t

[
ln Cs + χ ln

Ms

Ps
− κ

2
y2

s

]
,

where C is consumption of the single imported good. The period budget
constraint is

PtBt+1 + Mt = (1+r)PtBt + Mt−1 + py,tyt − PtCt − PtTt.

Assume that (1+r)β = 1, and suppose the steady-state levels of the follow-
ing variables satisfy py = EP

∗
, C = C

W
so that py = P . Standardize log

variables to be cw = p∗ = 0 so that et = pt. Derive the agent’s first-order
conditions, log-linearize around the steady state, and show that

ĉt+1 = ĉt (4-1)
m̂t − êt = ĉt − 1

r (êt+1 − êt) (4-2)
(θ + 1)ŷt = −θĉt, (4-3)

where hats denote log deviations from initial steady state.

3. Show that ŷt = θ(êt − p̂y,t) under the assumptions made so that

b̂t+1 = (1+r)b̂t + (θ − 1)(êt − p̂y,t)− ĉt,

where hats denote log deviations from initial steady state.
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4. Assume that the small-country-currency price py,t of the export good is
set one period in advance, and reverts to its flexible-price level after a
single period absent new shocks. Derive the responses of consumption,
real money demand, and the terms of trade in the long term, that is
between two steady states.

ĉ = θ+1
2θ rb̂

ês − p̂y = − 1
2θ rb̂

m̂− p̂ = ĉ

5. Show that there cannot be overshooting following a Dornbusch-style unan-
ticipated permanent monetary expansion m̂ = m̂.

6. Show that the equilibrium exchange rate must satisfy

e =
r(1 + θ) + 2θ

θr(1 + θ) + 2θ
m.

[Hint : Show that e = e, b = (θ − 1)e− c and e = r(1+θ)+2θ
r(θ2−1) c.]

5 Optimal Original Sin (Open Question)

Consider the following baseline world : (1) There are two periods: today and
tomorrow. (2) There are s = 1, . . . ,S states of nature tomorrow. (3) There is
bankruptcy risk but no sovereign default risk. (4) There is a given amount of
foreign lending D. (5) Foreign lending takes place at a contracted gross interest
R that is endogenous. (6) Markets are incomplete. (7) Investors only care for
consumption tomorrow.

There is one investment project world wide. The project is located in a
peso-country and has a state-dependent payoff of Y (s) ∈ [0, Ȳ ] pesos. Think of
the S states of nature as being ordered so that 0 ≤ Y (1) ≤ Y (2) ≤ . . . ≤ Y (S).

1. Baseline model. There is limited capital (K̄) in the peso-country. This
capital is already invested and depreciates fully by tomorrow. However,
operations of the investment project can only begin after additional foreign
investment of D is applied. Consider D as given for now and as being lent
under a debt contract with a fixed gross interest rate of R (R ≡ 1+r). So,
the (convex) payoff to the owners of the project is

max[Y (s)−R ·D, 0].

Argue that, under a well-functioning judicial system with no sovereign
default risk, the (concave) payoff to foreign lenders is

min[Y (s), R ·D].
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Optimal original sin. Now introduce currency risk. The peso-dollar exchange
rate is equal to unity today but may appreciate or depreciate by tomorrow. Call
the depreciation rate of the peso relative to the dollar ε(s) (with ε(s)>0 being
a peso depreciation).

Lenders have two basic alternatives. They can either assume currency risk
themselves and write the debt contract in peso terms, scheduling a repayment of
RpDp, and receive RpDp/(1+ε(s)) in the no-bankruptcy case. Or they can pass
the currency risk to the borrowers and write the debt contract in dollar terms,
scheduling a repayment of RdDd which they receive in the no-bankruptcy case.

2. Derive the payoffs to domestic owners of the project and the payoffs to
foreign lenders under both basic alternatives: debt contracts written in
peso terms and debt contracts written in dollar terms.

You may choose any further step of analysis that appears interesting to
you. One principal question should guide your quest for results: Under what
conditions will there be ‘original sin’ in equilibrium, in the sense of very little
lending through debt contracts in peso terms? An interesting variant of the
question is: Under what conditions can there be ‘perfect original sin’ in the
sense of a corner solution in which the borrower will bear all currency risk in
equilibrium?

You may choose to consider any number of different realizations of ε(s)
ranging from 2 (depreciation in even-numbered states but no change in odd-
numbered states) to S. You may make any assumption on risk aversion.

It appears useful to assume β = 1/R for some benchmark interest factor
R ≡ 1+r and to introduce an international bond paying R.

Here are some possible ways to explore the model.

3. Consider complete markets and solve for the equilibrium interest rates Rd

and Rp, given R. Are investors indifferent between debt contracts and
ownership of the project?

4. Consider incomplete markets and solve for the CAPM equilibrium interest
rates Rd and Rp given some risk and time preferences. What is the risk
premium on ownership of the project? What is the risk premium on debt
contracts in peso terms?

5. How do Rd and Rp depend on the covariance (or a functional relationship)
between Y (s) and ε(s)?

6. Relax any of the initial assumptions. For instance, consider (3′) sovereign
default risk but benevolent lenders, (4′) a payoff Y (D, s) = A(s)F (K̄ +D)
for some productivity parameter A(s) ∈ [0, Ā] and diminishing returns to
capital. What is the optimal amount of lending D?
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